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Introducton

Let me start by saying I am NOT an expert by any means.  I have “re-started” collectng coins 
four years ago.  I began as many have, as a child introduced by my father at the tender age of
8 in 1959.  He was a collector of everything US, from cents to Morgans.  We would search 
rolls he would bring home from around the Midwest from his work travels.  I did read some 
artcles and books back then about error coins, learning about the 1955 Doubled Die 
Obverse one cent, the three-legged 1937D Bufalo (I actually HAD oned)and the very few 
other major varietes  known to the common collector in the 1960’s.    Many more varietes, 
errors and doublings have been discovered since then!   This feld is huge, exhilaratng at 
tmes, frustratng at others.  I started out in the area of Repunched Mintmarks ater reading 
Chuck Daughtrey’s “Looking through Lincoln Cents”.  This was Basic RPM101 at the best level 
for me, thed”Noob”, the newbie to this area of study.   I will try in writng these next few 
pages to present a very basic beginner’s guide, hopefully a kick-start to understanding the 
feld of Error Coins.  Being involved with the Coin Community Forum (CCF), has helped 
develop a greater understanding of this feld in a short period of tme.  I hope to pass some 
of this simplifed knowledge along.  Through the use of pictures, diagrams and discussion, 
the presentaton begins with the basics.   If you can learn how coins are made, and 
understand how Doubled Dies and other errors come to be, then you’ll have the concept in 
mind where you can recognize what is real and what isn’t.  Like working in the counterfeitng
business, criminals will study the originals to produce the most accurate fakes.  If you can 
understand the WHEN and HOW these coin anomalies come into being, you will learn to 
recognize them.  When you do fnd one, make sure you protect itdunlike my 3-leg Bufalo.   
You see, there’s no hole in a Whitman folder for that one, so I had put it in the safest place, 
my piggy bank.  I never used any money out of it, perfectly secure.  Three months later was 
showing a friend the coin, only it wasn’t there!  Come to fnd out, my Mother had raided my 
bank for parking meter changed!

I’ve used some pictures from various sources and those are marked appropriately.  Those 
unmarked are my own.  Thanks to some folks on CCF for perusing the preliminary chapters 
and ofering comments, suggestons and encouragement.  Thanks to all of you.  If I can help 
to answer any questons about what is discussed here, please contact me through CCF.  

Butch Lindahl        “Crazyb0”           Columbia, MO    August, 2017
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                         CHAPTER 1:   Understanding the Mintng process       

 

Making the blanks (and some of the errors that come from there)

     Before jumping into the subject of error coins and doubling efects on coins, one must 
have a basic understanding of how coins are made.  Discovering  just when, where and how 
these errors are introduced into the coining process, will  help you understand and identfy 
the diferences between the genuine efect from a machined die error or a man-made fault 
ater being minted.  I will atempt to make all these processes as simple as possible.   
Hopefully this will give you the reader, a basic concept of the process, so you can grasp how 
all these errors and doubling are actually formed.

      All contemporary US coins come from milled and rolled metal compositon stock plate.   
Today’s coins are made of either an alloy mix a or a  “sandwich” of metals called “Cladding”, 
hence, Clad coins .  Cents since mid-1982 are made of a zinc core covered by a thin coatng of
copper.  Nickels are made of an alloy mix of copper-nickel.  Dimes, quarters and Halves are 
made of a copper core between 2 layers of Cupro-nickel.    Planchets (raw coins) are then 
punched out of these fat sheets and formed into smooth discs ready for the Die Press.  It is 
at this stage the frst error coins show up. 

                          pic. 1   Cent Planchet                              pic.2   Clad Quarter Planchet

Planchet Errors

     While punching the blanks out of the stock the “Clipped Planchet” may occur.  A straight, a
curved, or a crescent –shaped clip happens when the punch overlaps a previously punched 
hole in the sheet.   The straight clip is formed when the punch hits on the edge.  These odd 
shape pieces contnue through the rest of the mintng process.
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                    pic.3 Straight Clip                                                  pic.4   Curved clips

                                                                  pic.5 Clipped coins 

     The next planchet error I will cover are known as “Annealing Errors.”   This is an error 
commonly mistaken with discolored coins that is damage caused to the coin, not by 
something done in the coining process.   Annealing errors are caused by an improper 
exposure to excessive, intense heatng or too much oxygen when tempering the metal 
planchets.  A brownish, black or coppery coloring can be seen on the coin which can look 
very similar to a coin exposed to natural elements or has been in a fre.  Old terms are 
“sintered platng”, “copper washed” but all are now considered Annealing errors.  The 
biggest key to a true annealing error here is if the color is uniform and evenly distributed as 
in this 1958 “Black Beauty” Jeferson nickel in the next picture.  It retains a shiny, gun-metal 
gray/black color throughout.  These are found among 1958 and 1959 Philadelphia mint 
coins.  It is thought that too much cobalt was used in the alloy.   This theory has never been 
proven though.
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  pic. 6   Normal Nickel & “Black Beauty” Nickel error       pic. 7 “Platng Bubbles”

Another queston frequently posed refers to bubbles or lines on Lincoln cents minted ater 
mid-1982 on the Zinc-core planchets.  These are platng issues caused by liquids, air or other 
foreign materials captured on the zinc surface during the platng.  These materials cause 
reactons within the zinc causing it to disintegrate and expand under the thin copper platng. 
They are called “Plating bubbles” or in the case of lines, “Linear Plating Bubbles”.  Gas and 
debris is formed and the “Zinc Rot” that the “Zincolns” are known for has begun.  Good 
example of this is pictured above (#7), a platng issue causing the appearance of doubling on 
S & T.  When struck, the pressure caused the gas to move under the platng in a symptomatc 
form as was stamped, great example but not a DDO.  (Note Bubbles all over)  Usually what is 
seen is a "ghostng" efect directly next to the details.

There are so many diferent planchet errors, that to menton in the space I have here is 
nearly impossible.  For more in-depth research into the feld of planchet errors and all coin 
and mintng errors, this source is one of the best on the internet:  htp://www.error-ref.com/
by Mike Diamond and others, all experts in this feld.   Please check their resources out.     

 Brief descripton of die making and the Hubbing process.

  Understanding the process of making a usable die is crucial when atemptng to discern 
what are true “Doubled Dies” (note “-ed”!) and what are not.  The MAJOR diference 
between Hub Doubling   and Strike Doubling is WHEN the error was “introduced” in the 
coining process.  True “doubled dies” are made during the Hubbing process of die making, 
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 Machine Doubling (MD) is caused during the striking of the coin in the die press.  Two 
entrely diferent TIMES and PROCESSES causing distnct results for each.  These diferences 
will be covered laterd back to the die making process.

     Dies frst go through a design process.  From the artst’s renditon the Master Hubbing die 
is produced.  For a good presentaton see Coop’s (Richard S. Cooper) thread : 

htps://www.coincommunity.com/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID2262295    Very informatve 
pictorial, beter than I can do here!    For the discussion of error introducton, the contnued 
processes are involved.   Note this next diagram, it starts with one Master Hub which

makes 2 or more Master Dies.    These in turn, make multple Working Hubs.  The fnal 
product that is made from the Working Hubs, are up to 100  Working Dies which produce 
those shiny new coins.  The term “Hub Doubling” refers to either the Master Hub or the 
Working Hubs being rotated (moved) when stamping the Master or Working Dies.  In the 
case of The Master Hub, this is called “Master Die Doubling” and shows up on all the 
reproduced Master Dies thereby passing that doubling on to ALL coins minted.
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 This is seen on the 1972P Cent on IN GOD and also on early 1960’s on Lincoln’s coat front, 
among many others.  Master Die doubling has no premium value because it is common to all
coins minted from it.  When the movement happens on the Working Hubs,  transferring their
images are specifc to that one individual Working Die produced.  These are the Doubled Die 
images that are made on coins.  Of course, a Working Hub may produce more than one 
doubled Working Die, that’s where the diferences come in.  If you follow the process by the 
above diagram it eventually will make sense, took me a while too.  Final note on hubbing 
and die making, up untl 1990, the Mintmarks were placed on the Working Dies by hand, at 
the Philadelphia Mint, then sent out to other mints.   What causes “Repunched Mintmarks 
(RPM’s) is that the Die Technicians punch, move it a bit, to correct it.   The mintmarks that 
appear,  will vary greatly in placement.        

The short story of coin stamping, the Die Press

The shortest descripton is take two diferent Working Dies, place a blank Planchet between 
them and squeeze together by a slamming pressure, butdmaybe that is a wee bit of a 
simplifed descripton.   The upper die of the press is called the “hammer die” because it is 
the one in moton, as contrasted to the “anvil die” at the botom which is statonary.  In 
between the two dies are the feeding and holding mechanisms of the soon to be formed 
coins.  Again, please refer to htp://www.error-ref.com/   for a more detailed discussion of 
how errors afectng coins are introduced at this stage of the coin-making process.    Feeder 
fnger errors, improper seatng and ejectng and many other steps can mark coins in specifc 
ways.  Stamping errors occur, of-centers, misaligned dies (MAD), weak strikes, all have 
evidences on the fnal product.  In simple terms here’s how it works:
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CHAPTER 2:   What is and what is not a doubled die

Characteristcs of True Doubling 

As previously mentoned, true “Doubled Dies” are a product of the Hubbing process, NOT a 
result of the stamping process.  Doubled Dies (DDO/DDR/RPM’s) all have distnct character-
istcs that do not change as do Machine Doubling (MD) or as it is sometmes called 
Mechanical Doubling  (Damage), all have their own recognizable characteristcs.  Once you 
understand this, you’ll soon be able to recognize the diferences for yourself.  The frst major 
feature or diference between Doubled Dies and Mechanical Doubling  (from now on 
referred to as DD and MD), is that on DD, they will always have the design details ENLARGED,
while MD REDUCES the  appearance of the details.  Another hint is that DD’s have more 
“rounded” looking edges and separatons.  MD can have sharp angled, shaved of 
appearances or a fat shelf-like step appearance or even a rounding, depending on the 
bounce..  MD can be seen in multple directons on the same coin, and have multple levels 
of “steps”, doubling is aways the same directon.  MD ALWAYS reduces the original size of the
digits or leters from what is normal.   Study the following pictures and diagrams.  These 
really will answer most questons on recognizing the diferences between DD’s and MD.

 .  

Pic 8 & 9
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Pic. 10

So, hopefully you’ve taken a look and have seen that DD’s are rounded, not fat, and are 
bigger than a normal design element.  Directly above, notce also that DD will at tmes, have 
a notching at the device corners.  Remember, the Hubs have moved, shiting those elements 
in a certain directon.  There are 9 classes of Hub Doubling used to describe the “Efects” of 
such movement about the die face.  CCW or CW (counter-clockwise/ clock-wise) directon 
will determine if DD is up, down, sideways or slight enough to have made numbers or leters 
seem “fater”.   Some doubling is an efect of one or more of these classes. There are 3 or 4 
diferent hubbings done.   At any one of these hubbings, doubling can be introduced and 
passed on to the Working die.  The 9th Class of doubling has been debunked by some as just a
“Design Extension Anomaly” , caused by the “Single Squeeze” method introduced in 1997 of 
making dies by one single step.  This is where the term “wavy steps” on the Lincoln 
Memorial comes from.   For another very good discussion on MD verses Hub Doubling please
refer to this CCF thread:  htps://www.coincommunity.com/forum/topic.asp?
TOPIC_ID251410
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The Classes of Hub Doubling defned.

 Class 1:    Rotated Hub Doubling     Doubling where a second hubbing has been moved 
CW or CCW.  The 1955P and 1972P are classic examples.

 Class 2:   Distorted Hub Doubling    This afects the outer design elements, separaton 
lines normally above but can be under leters.  Hub design variaton.

 Class 3:  Design Hub Doubling   Most commonly known as Overdates(OVD), as in the 
Large Date over Small Date 1970S.

 Class 4:   Ofset Hub Doubling    Where one hubbing ofsets another in any directon, 
this is the “doubled ear” variety of 1984P.

 Class 5   Pivoted Hub Doubling   Design elements “pivot” around a specifc point on the
die.  Such as 1995P, date is pivot & untouched, Moto/LIBERTY are doubled.

 Class 6   Distended Hub Doubling   Here a Stretching of design elements, only Class not 
showing a defnite separaton line.  This is caused by an improperly annealed (treated) 
die itself causing stamped impression to “stretch”

 Class 7   Modified Hub Doubling   This comes from trying to correct an error by failing 
to grind all of before hubbing again.  Best seen on 1963D-1DO-001, very few in LMC’s.

 Class 8:   Tilted Hub Doubling   The design is tlted, showing as extra “bars” next to 
devices such as above L in LIBERTY  or next to leters IN.

 Class 9:  Shifted Hub Doubling   Came to describe errors in “single squeeze” mintng 
such as “wavy steps”.   Thought to have come from the snapping “pop” that comes 
from the pressure applied which causes a slight shit.  Remember, this has been 
debunked as not a true Doubled Die by most.  (see www.traildies.com)

By thinking of the moton within each Class’s ttle, may help you visualize what each  
Doubling may look like.   Some of the best on-line reference sites: 
htp://www.coppercoins.com/advsearch.php   

htp://www.errorvariety.com/index.html 

 htp://doubleddie.com/

All these have extensive listngs and libraries of informaton for most any error coin 
queston you may have.   The following pictures are examples of each of these 8 
recognized classes of Doubled Dies.
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Pic. 11

Doubled die and error coins are like anything else,  “once you know the genuine, you’ll 
recognize the counterfeit”.   The more you study the genuine doubling efects and begin to 
recognize the features that determine each, the easier it will be to see what is a Machine 
Damaged (MD) on a coin, or ordinary PMD (post-Mint Damage) and not true doubling.  This 
is the same with RPM’s, since they are produced in the fnal stage of Working Die    
preparaton, not introduced by the stamping process.
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Characteristcs of Machine Doubling (MD)

Machine Damage (MD) as within its name indicates the TIME of this type of “doubling 
occurring, within a machining process.  Therefore, something must happen to the coin in the 
process of being fed into the machine, stamped between the two dies and being ejected 
from the die press.  The major “rules” that all MD occurring on coins has is that it always 
REDUCES the size and/or shape of devices on the coin.  This decrease is seen by fat, step-like
ridges along the devices.  There may be more than one level, it may be on all or certain 
devices and appear in the same or diferent directons at once.  I have named this kind of MD
as “Stutering”(#12).  Another efect I call “Shaving” is an angled edge, the top being 
skinnier(#13).  If you have ever used a hammer, once that hammer has connected with the 
nail head, it bounces.  No mater how hard you try to stop that, it will bounce.  That’s 
physics, it is a way of releasing energy.  In a die press, this happens as well.  Even with 
thousands of pounds of force exerted when stamping, then pressing the coin, a mechanical 
“bounce”, however slight, can cause movement in any directon possible.  The edges of the 
devices on the die are sharp, if the machine parts are loosened through use, movement can 
cause that slicing or shaving efect on either up or down moton of the dies.

  

           Pic. 12  “Shelving “ MD                                           pic. 13 “Shaving” MD

Note that on both examples of classic MD, the devices are REDUCED in size when compared 
to a normal strike.   Also note on 1969S, both the Mintmark AND digits are doubled in the 
identcal directon of shit.  True doubled dies CANNOT efect both date and MM in a similar 
way, remember, they are applied (hubbed) at diferent tmes when making the dies!  
Mintmarks are always last.
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Pictures, diagrams and examples of what are DD’s, and what it is not

Here are two of the most sought ater DDO’s in the Lincoln Memorial series:

Pic.14 1969S-1DO-001

Pic. 15  1972P-1DO-002

Notce INCREASE in size and where ends are close the defnite notching of devices.
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Another sought ater DDO is the “Doubled Ear” variety found on several years cents

Pic, 16  Doubled Ears

Please note that to have a doubled ear as above are found on cents from the Philadelphia 
Mint only!  Also, the doubling must appear EXACTLY as shown above.  The doubling “mimics”
the shape and size of the original.  Many thought to be doubled ear questons turn out to be 
nothing more than common MD or PMD (post-mint damage) which could easily be explained
if compared to the real doubled die examples above.  Here’s another great example of very 
visible hub doubling, one of my favorites, 1983P-1DR-001.

Pic.  17  1983P-1DR-001
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These are some “easy” ones to spot, let’s look at those a bit harder to identfy.  This is also a 
1983P DDR but is -002, a diferent class of doubling.   In the previous was the Ofset hub 
doubling (#4), the devices “move”   in a diagonal manner.  In this next example of a Pivoted 
hub doubled image, shows movement in a rotatonal way.  One area has stronger doubling 
than the other.  Notce in both these examples the distnct separaton line on the devices and
at the end of these lines may be a notch, sometmes small, others larger.

pic 18  1983P-1DR-002

The notches are harder to see but look at the lower right bars of NIT (UNITED) and the 
separaton line running away from it.   Now,  another 1984P (#19), this tme with Distorted 
Hub doubling.   This type of doubling happens when a new hubbing die is used with an older 
one.   The metal of the dies moves in an outward directon the more they are used. 
Depending on which die is used frst, a spreading away from or towards the center of the 
design occurs.   This doubling shows as a spreading of the devices.  I chose this example 
because like the double ear variety it is also found on the 1984P coins.   This shows you that 
more than one kind of doubling happens during the same year, same with the 1983P DDR’s.  
Be on the lookout for all kinds!  
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Pic 19  1984P-1DO-002

The “stretching here goes toward the center, see the devices seem to pull inwards.  This is 
where the frst hubbing was an older die, more die deterioraton and a newer “tghter”  die 
was used later in the hubbing process giving the appearance of pulling inwards, notce the 
devices near the rim all around.  I’ve spent a lot of tme on showing Doubled dies, because 
the more you know of the genuine, the easier it becomes to spot that which isn’t. 

MD:  Machine Doubling (Mechanical Damage)

Once again, the name gives it away.  Cause is mechanical and the coin is damaged.   We all 
know damaged coins hold litle if any value other than a good example to look at.   I just 
went on CCF for a moment and found these great current examples, all in one thread much 
less!  Need go no further!

Pic. 20
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                       Pic. 21                                                                               Pic. 22

These are three extreme examples of die movement during the strike.  This last example 
shows a “High Bounce” MD, the die was loose in its holder.   MD happens quite oten on all 
die presses, at all mints and on all denominatons of coins.  Remember the rules, DD’s 
INCREASE the size of details, MD DECREASES the size of the design elements.  Sometmes a 
decrease is seen such as #22, just smash lines on the normal face.  Notce though, those lines
are not complete around the face!  DD’s are made by hubbing the dies, MD’s are made by 
dies striking the coin, diferent processes and at diferent tmes.  Got IT?  Good, now go out 
and have fun fnding them!

VOLUME #2  is coming soon!
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